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a b s t r a c t

Findings from corpus (e.g. Diessel, 2004) and comprehension (e.g. De Ruiter et al., 2018)
studies show that children produce the adverbial connectives because and if long before
they seem able to understand them. However, although children's comprehension is
typically tested on sentences expressing the pragmatic relationship which Sweetser (1990)
calls “Content”, children also hear and produce sentences expressing “SpeecheAct” re-
lationships (e.g. De Ruiter et al., 2021; Kyratzis et al., 1990). To better understand the
possible influence of pragmatic variation on 2- to 4- year-old children's acquisition of these
connectives, we coded the because and if SpeecheAct sentences of 14 British English-
speaking mother-child dyads for the type of illocutionary act they contained, as well as
the phrasing following the connective. Analyses revealed that children's because Speech
eAct sentences were primarily explanations of Statements/Claims, while their if Speech
eAct sentences typically related to permission and politeness. While children's because-
sentences showed a great deal of individuality, their if-sentences closely resembled their
mothers’, containing a high proportion of recurring phrases which appear to be abstracted
from input. We discuss how these patterns might help shape children's understanding of
each connective and contribute to the children's overall difficulty with because and if.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The age at which children comprehend sentences containing the adverbial connectives because and if appears to be
surprisingly late relative to the age at which they first produce them. More specifically, because generally appears in the
speech of young children around the age of two-and-a-half and if first appears around the age of three (Bloom et al., 1980;
Diessel, 2004), but some studies have concluded that children do not fully understand the relationships these connectives
express until they are nine years old (e.g. Emerson and Gekoski, 1980). Various methods, such as matching sentences with
pictures (e.g. De Ruiter et al., 2018; 2020; Emerson, 1979; Emerson and Gekoski, 1980; Kuhn and Phelps, 1976), elicited
production/sentence completion (e.g. French, 1988; Johnston and Welsh, 2000), act-out tasks (e.g. Amidon, 1976; French,
1988), judgments of acceptability/truth (e.g. Emerson, 1980; Johnson and Chapman, 1980; Peterson and McCabe, 1985)
and retelling stories (e.g. Homzie and Gravitt, 1977), have been used to determine the extent to which various factors,
including clause order (e.g. Amidon, 1976; De Ruiter et al., 2018, 2020), iconicity (e.g. De Ruiter et al., 2018; Emerson, 1979),
explicit connective use (e.g. Homzie and Gravitt, 1977) and familiarity with the relationships expressed (e.g. French, 1988;
k (A.L. Theakston).
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Johnston and Welsh, 2000) impact children's understanding of these connectives and the relationships they signal. Despite
these differing perspectives andmethodologies, based on the types of test items used, it appears that almost all of the studies
from this existing body of research share one core assumption: that children's understanding of these connectives is based on
only one particular type of pragmatic meaning (see Donaldson, 1986 for related arguments).

According to a model by Sweetser (1990), however, these connectives can express three different pragmatic relationships
(Content, Epistemic, SpeecheAct) (see also e.g. Haegeman, 1984; Kyratzis et al., 1990; Pander Maat and Degand, 2001;
Redeker, 1990; Van Dijk, 1979; Warchał, 2010; Zufferey et al., 2015 for related theories). Furthermore, while the sentences
used to test children's comprehension of these connectives primarily express the Content relationship (e.g. Amidon, 1976; De
Ruiter et al., 2018; 2020; Emerson, 1979; 1980; Emerson and Gekoski, 1980; French, 1988; Homzie and Gravitt, 1977; Johnson
and Chapman, 1980; Johnston and Welsh, 2000; Kuhn and Phelps, 1976; Peterson and McCabe, 1985), corpus data show that
the SpeecheAct type is also frequent in input and production, occurring in higher or similar proportions to the Content type in
children's naturalistic speech (De Ruiter et al., 2021; Kyratzis et al., 1990). This provides support for the idea (e.g. De Ruiter
et al., 2021; Donaldson, 1986; Kyratzis et al., 1990) that the types of causal and conditional relationships young children
hear and produce spontaneously do not necessarily align with the kinds on which they are tested.

In terms of how these input/production patterns may be expected to influence comprehension, it has been argued that
children first acquire the forms they find most meaningful (e.g. Slobin, 1985). Additionally, a usage-based approach would
predict a relationship between the distributional properties of the input and a child's own understanding and use of a form
(e.g. Kirjavainen et al., 2009; Lieven et al., 2009; Tomasello, 2001). As such, we would expect that investigating patterns in
how children hear and produce these connectives would be critical to understanding acquisition. However, the existing
literature provides little information on these pragmatic patterns, instead often focusing on semantic understanding of the
connectives (e.g. whether children make “mistakes”, such as confusing cause with effect, McCabe and Peterson, 1985; or
tracking developmental patterns in children's ability to use if to express different semantic concepts, such as predictive and
hypothetical relationships, Reilly, 1986). Furthermore, when studies have investigated these pragmatic patterns, this tends to
be in broader categories (e.g. including both because and so in the same study, Kyratzis et al., 1990). However, given that
because- and if SpeecheAct sentences are produced so frequently in the speech by, and to, young children (De Ruiter et al.,
2021; Kyratzis et al., 1990), failing to understand how this pragmatic type, in particular, is used risks overlooking salient
patterns which may contribute to children's understanding of what these connectives mean. By investigating specific
functional patterns in SpeecheAct sentences, this study aims to provide a fuller picture of how 2- to 4- year-old children hear
and use because and if and the extent to which meaningful patterns may be associated with this pragmatic type.

In this paper, we will first present theoretical accounts of pragmatic language use and findings from corpus data through
which we establish typical pragmatic usage of the connectives because and if, focusing on SpeecheAct usages. Then, through
analysis of because- and if SpeecheAct sentences produced by 14 English-speaking mothers and their 2- to 4-year-old
children, we investigate the extent to which these patterns exist in the speech of young children relative to the input they
hear. We will then offer a discussion on these overall patterns in children's speech and implications for future research.

2. A pragmatic approach to because and if

2.1. General pragmatic patterns

Although there have been many studies investigating children's comprehension of the connectives because and if, the
stimuli for these studies are typically designed to test understanding of semantic cause-effect or conditional relationships (e.g.
“she hears the doorbell, if/because she presses the button”, De Ruiter et al., 2018, 2020) (see also e.g. Amidon, 1976; Emerson,
1979,1980; Emerson and Gekoski, 1980; French,1988; Peterson andMcCabe,1985), rather than the functional meaning of the
connectives. As such, the causal/conditional relationships in these sentences are usually between states/events, and thus align
most closely with what Sweetser (1990) calls Content relationships. However, according to Sweetser's (1990) model (see also
Kyratzis et al., 1990), because and if can express three different types of pragmatic relationships between clauses:

1. Content: presents a “real-world” explanation (because) or sufficient condition (if) for an event/state.

Causal example: John came back because he loved her (Sweetser, 1990, p. 77).
Conditional example: If Mary goes, John will go (Sweetser, 1990, p. 114).
2. Epistemic: themain clause expresses a conclusion that the speaker draws based on evidence expressed in the subordinate
clause.
Causal example: John loved her, because he came back (Sweetser, 1990, p. 77)
Conditional example: If John went to that party, (then) he was trying to infuriate Miriam (Sweetser, 1990, p. 116).
3. Speech-Act: the main clause is a speech act and the subordinate clause provides the speaker's reason for the speech act
(because) or conditions associated with its performance (if).
Causal example: What are you doing tonight, because there's a good movie on (Sweetser, 1990, p. 77).
Conditional example: If you went to the party, did you see John? (Sweetser, 1990, p. 120).
At this point we would like to offer clarification on the terminology that we will use in the paper. Although most authors
(including Sweetser, 1990) use the term “speech act” for the main clause of SpeecheAct sentences (e.g. “What are you doing
16
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tonight” in the above causal example from Sweetser (1990, p. 77)), to avoid confusion between SpeecheAct (the pragmatic
category) and speech act (the main clause of SpeecheAct sentences), wewill hereafter use the term “illocutionary act” for the
latter. Briefly, the idea of illocutionary acts is tied to speech act theory, wherein Austin (1962) explained that utterances
contain both locutionary and illocutionary acts, and the latter is the “performance of an act in saying something as opposed to
performance of an act of saying something” (pp. 99e100). Searle (1969) later used the term “speech act” to alignwith Austin's
(1962) definition of illocutionary acts before adopting the latter label, himself. As such, while a theoretical discussion on the
similarities/differences between speech acts and illocutionary acts is not the focus of this paper, we feel that this terminology
is appropriate (for the purposes of this paper) to refer to the pragmatic functions performed by these main clauses.

While other approaches alsoacknowledge that theseconnectives expressdifferent pragmaticmeanings (e.g.Haegeman,1984;
Pander Maat and Degand, 2001; Redeker, 1990; Van Dijk, 1979; Warchał, 2010; Zufferey et al., 2015), the differences are often
framed in alternative ways. Addressing the pragmatic differences via a scalar approach, Pander Maat and Degand (2001) show
that there are differences in thedegree towhich the information contained in causal sentences is related to the reality of events in
theworld around the speaker. In theirmodel, they provide six categories of causal relationships, which differ in terms of speaker
involvement (defined by Pander Maat and Degand, 2001 as the amount a speaker is involved in constructing the causal rela-
tionship that is expressed). These categories, ordered in ascending order of speaker involvement, are: non-volitional, volitional,
causality-based epistemic, non-causal epistemic, speech act type 1 and speech act type 2 (PanderMaat andDegand, 2001).While
this perspective differs from the three-categorymodel Sweetser (1990) proposed, there is overlap between the frameworks: the
former two categories in Pander Maat and Degand (2001) generally align with Sweetser's (1990) Content, the middle two with
Sweetser's (1990) Epistemic, and the final two with Sweetser's (1990) SpeecheAct. Within Pander Maat and Degand's (2001)
framework, as speaker involvement increases, the amount that the causal relationship expressed is tied to “real-world” states/
events decreases. That is, they argue that at one end of the continuum there are non-volitional sentences, where the speaker
merely “reports” (p. 217) a real-world causeeeffect relationship, and at the other end there are speech act relationships, which
“appear in discourse in response to the interactional needs of a specific/potential interlocutor, not to present facts or draw
conclusions concerning the real world” (p. 225). Thus, Pander Matt and Degand (2001) show that information contained in
Content sentences, and to a lesser extent Epistemic sentences,1 ismore restricted by eventswhich are separate from the speaker;
SpeecheAct relationships, by contrast, are entirely of the speaker's own construction, semantically and pragmatically.

2.2. Functional trends in adults’ SpeecheAct because and if

Given, then, that SpeecheAct sentences are entirely subject to a speaker's discretion in both form and function, it is interesting
to note that adults seem to use them in particular ways. Diessel and Hetterle (2011) argue that, for adults cross-linguistically,
because-clauses are often independent from the main clause. They also argue that these clauses function to offer “justifications
or explanations of the controversial statement” (p. 46). Ford (1993) presents a similar account, arguing that because-clauses are
usedwhen speakerswant to expanduponutteranceswhich are perceived asposing a difficulty to an interaction (see also Ford and
Mori,1994). Furthermore, sheexplains that thesebecause-clauses canexpressdifferent typesof information, includingbackground
informationandmoredetail (Ford,1993).Therefore,becauseSpeecheActclausescanvary incontent,buthaveaparticular function:
to provide the listenerwithmore information about any illocutionary actwhichmay be viewed as contentiouswithin a discourse.

In contrast to because-clauses, SpeecheAct if has an association with politeness (e.g. Brown and Levinson, 1987; Sweetser,
1990; Van der Auwera, 1986; Warchał, 2010). For example, Brown and Levinson (1987) show that if-clauses often function as
hedges, which are associated with politeness. Furthermore, Sweetser (1990) discusses an entire subset of if SpeecheAct sen-
tences, which she calls “politeness conditionals” (p. 118), but also explains that even “given conditionals” (e.g. “If (as we both
know) you were at the party, how's Harry these days?, Sweetser, 1990, p.129), seemmore polite than illocutionary acts without
the conditional subordinate clause. The associationwith politeness also appears to be entrenched in the form, aswell as function:
both Sweetser (1990) and Van der Auwera (1986) suggest that SpeecheAct if-clauses like “if I may say so” (Sweetser,1990, p.118)
and “if Imayask you to” (VanderAuwera,1986, p.199) are idiomatic expressionsofpoliteness (seealsoBrownandLevinson,1987).
Specifically with regard to if I may say so, Sweetser (1990) claimed that it has “become so idiomatic that it no longer has any
genuine conditional value; for most speakers it simply marks politeness rather than carrying its literal meaning” (pp. 118e119).
Therefore, although any illocutionary act can be justified (because-clauses) or have any conditions attached to its performance (if-
clauses), there is evidence to suggest that adults use SpeecheAct because and if to serve specific, and relatively consistent,
functions in discourse, which may not be entirely reliant on semantic notions of cause or condition.

3. Pragmatic patterns in children's speech: how are because and if used?

3.1. General pragmatic patterns in children's because and if

There is evidence that children are sensitive to the fact that because and if can express all three of Sweetser's (1990) pragmatic
functions (Content, SpeecheAct and Epistemic). For example, Kyratzis et al. (1990) analysed both because- and so-sentences from
1 Pander Maat and Degand (2001) argue that, while causality-based epistemic sentences are still tied to events in the real-world (i.e. the speaker draws a
conclusion about something based on evidence they observe in the world), noncausal epistemic are only based on regular patterns in the world, on which
speakers can draw conclusions.
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21 children, aged2;7e11;1 innaturalistic speechdata. They found that,while children aged3;7e6;6produced causal sentences in
all three pragmatic categories, SpeecheAct was themost common andwas the only type produced by children 3;6 and younger.
This pattern also seems to hold in some other languages; of the codable causal utterances produced in naturalistic speech (via
connectives want and omdat: “because”; dus: “so”; daarom: “that's why”) by 12 Dutch children, aged 1;6e5;6, SpeecheAct sen-
tenceswereproducedmost frequently (Evers-Vermeul and Sanders, 2011), anddata froma single French-speaking childbetween
the ages of 0;10-4;01 showed that she favoured the SpeecheAct functionwith parce que (“because”; Sekali, 2012). These studies
suggest that, at least for English-, Dutch- and French-speaking children, usage of adverbial sentences coordinated with a causal
connective is not strongly tied to the cause-and-effect Content relationships that are normally tested in studies such as De Ruiter
et al. (2018, 2020) or Emerson (1979, 1980; Emerson and Gekoski, 1980).

Aswell as corroborating Kyratzis et al.’s (1990)finding that childrenproduce all three pragmatic typeswith becausebut favour
the SpeecheAct function, De Ruiter et al. (2021) found evidence that children also express all three pragmatic functions with if.
Using dense naturalistic corpus data from two English-speaking mother-child dyads, we investigated a wide range of syntactic
and pragmatic elements for because, if, before and after. In contrast to the patterns we found in children's because-sentences, we
found that Content-sentences were the most frequently (about 75%) produced pragmatic type for children's if-sentences. De
Ruiter et al. (2021) also provided some context for these patterns in the children's data by comparing them to the pragmatic
proportions produced by the children's mothers (primary caregivers). For both connectives, we found that themothers’ patterns
were generally similar to the proportions reported for children,withbothmothers producingmore SpeecheActwithbecause and
Content with if. To confirm these findings, we later coded the pragmatic function of because- and if-sentences produced by a
further 12mother-child dyads (using corpus data fromRowland and Theakston, 2009; Theakston and Rowland, 2009) and found
that the patterns held for both groups and connectives, except for children's if. Specifically, when the data from the additional
children were considered, children produced almost as many if SpeecheAct sentences as if Content (52.6% Content vs. 45%
SpeecheAct), despite themothers still showingapreference for ifContent (69.2%). Therefore, apreference forbecauseSpeecheAct
was relatively consistent acrossmothers and children, but therewasmore individual variation in children's pragmatic usage of if,
where children did not consistently show the same preference for Content as their mothers.

3.2. Functional trends in children's SpeecheAct because and if

In terms of evidence of how SpeecheAct sentences are used (as discussed in terms of patterns in adults’ speech in Section
2.2), we are not aware of any studies directly comparing functional patterns in young English-speaking children's if-sentences,
specifically, and what evidence does exist is inconsistent. For example, while McCabe et al. (1983) found that young children
primarily use if to bribe or threaten, Bowerman (1986) found no evidence of this. Additionally, without more information about
the bribes or threats inMcCabe et al. (1983), it is not clear how frequently thesewere SpeecheAct sentences rather than Content
sentences (e.g. compare “I will let you have those books if you let me play with that new toy” (Content) versus “I've got two
books you can have, if you are going to let me play with that new toy” (SpeecheAct)). As such, it is difficult to tell whether this
function is closely associated with one pragmatic type over another, if indeed it can be clearly associated with one at all.

There is, however, some evidence that, like adults (e.g. Diessel and Hetterle, 2011; Ford, 1993; Ford and Mori, 1994) children
also use because to explain utterances which may be deemed contentious in a discourse. Although we have found no study in
English which has examined functional patterns in young children's because-sentences, exclusively, Hood and Bloom (1979)
found that children's causals, in general, related to the issuing of directives (such as “could you read this to me cause I don't
know how”; p.12) or the stating of intentions (such as “I want somemilk cause I have a cold”; p.14), both of which often expressed
a negative meaning or relationship. Diessel (2004) also shows that young children use both because and so to express infor-
mation about their own interests/goals. Furthermore, Kyratzis et al. (1990), found that most of children's SpeecheAct causals
“justified control acts” (p. 209). However, the findings of these studies were based on production of both because and so,
meaning it is not entirely clear how much these patterns can be ascribed to SpeecheAct because, alone. Additionally, Kyratzis
et al.’s (1990) coding scheme stated that, while the main clauses for Epistemic and Content sentences were assertions, the
main clause of the SpeecheAct sentenceswere responses, interrogatives and direct and indirect imperatives (p. 208), suggesting
the possibility that their coding of SpeecheAct sentences might have been biased towards those types of utterances (a criticism
also raised by Evers-Vermeul and Sanders, 2011). Interestingly, there does appear to be some cross-linguistic evidence that
children's because sentences function like those of adults. In discussion of the results of her study investigating how Italian-
speaking children use perch�e (because) with both their teachers and their peers, Orsolini (1993) argued that
because has an indexical nature. It displays the link between “dispreferred” or “unexpected” actions and claims, on the
one hand, and communicative acts that inform the addressee of the speaker's intentions and knowledge on the other
(Orsolini, 1993, p. 116).
While these studies provide some indication that children's because SpeecheAct sentences serve a specific function,
differences in methodology (e.g. connectives included in the study, coding scheme differences, first language of the partic-
ipants) means this data paints only a vague picture about how English-speaking children use SpeecheAct because and
whether there are consistent and/or salient functional patterns associated with its usage by, and to, young children.

Overall, we appear to have conflicting patterns for the two connectiveswith regards to how their usage alignswith functional
patterns in input. In adult speech, SpeecheAct if-clauses are strongly associated with politeness, sometimes taking an idiomatic
form (e.g. Brown and Levinson, 1987; Sweetser, 1990; Van der Auwera, 1986). As such, they are arguably well suited to be
18
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abstracted verbatim. Despite this, children's proportions of if SpeecheAct are less consistent (De Ruiter et al., 2021), suggesting
that, if children do use if SpeecheAct to express politeness in this way, they do not necessarily produce it with the same fre-
quency as their mothers and that there is more individual variation with its usage, in general. By contrast, although the overall
proportion with which young children produce because SpeecheAct sentences is similar to what they hear in the input (De
Ruiter et al., 2021; Kyratzis et al., 1990), because SpeecheAct sentences are very speaker- and discourse-specific and can vary
greatly in the information they express (e.g. Ford, 1993; Pander Maat and Degand, 2001). This means that it seems unlikely that
all of children's because SpeecheAct sentences (which account for the majority of their total because-sentences; De Ruiter et al.,
2021; Kyratzis et al., 1990) are sentences they have directly copied from their input. However, without knowingmore about how
children produce because and if SpeecheAct sentences, and how this relates to input, we are not able to draw conclusions about
whether these connectives express any consistent or salient functional meaning for children.

4. The present study

4.1. Framework

Given the high proportions with which SpeecheAct because- and if-sentences appear in the speech of young children (De
Ruiter et al., 2021; Kyratzis et al., 1990), as well as their associations with particular functions in adult speech (e.g. Diessel and
Hetterle, 2011; Ford, 1993; Sweetser, 1990), there is reason to believe that these connectives may have a functional meaning
for children over and above the cause-effect/sufficient condition meanings they express in Content form. As such, we expect
that investigating more specific patterns in how children hear and use this pragmatic type will have two key benefits. First, in
identifying patterns in how children produce SpeecheAct sentences, we will gain a better understanding of the patterns
associated with children's usage of this pragmatic type. Second, by comparing whether children's patterns resemble their
mothers’ in terms of a.) function and b.) form (phrasing), we will develop a better idea of whether children are abstracting
broader functional patterns or simply copying utterances directly from input. This information will give us a better idea of
whether there are salient patterns associated with the SpeecheAct usage which may influence children's understanding of
what these connectives mean. In line with this, the research questions for this study are:

1. What types of illocutionary acts do children and caregivers produce in their because- and if SpeecheAct sentences; and
2. Is there evidence of recurring phrases following the connective in children's SpeecheAct sentences which may be

indicative either of copying directly from the input or their learning of idiomatic phrases?

To address these research questions, we analysed the types of illocutionary acts co-occurringwith because and if, as well as
the phrasing following the connectives in both child and caregiver speech.

4.2. Methods

4.2.1. Corpus
Data from two mother-child dyads, Thomas and Gina, from the Max Planck corpus (Lieven et al., 2009) were analysed.

These data can be found on the CHILDESwebsite (MacWhinney, 2000). The total data available contains 379 h of recording for
Thomas, recorded during the time he was aged 2;00:12e4;11:20, and 118 h for Gina, recorded while she was aged
3;00:01e4;07:29. To avoid including data from a developmental period when children typically do not produce complex
sentences (Bloom et al., 1980; Diessel, 2004), and to provide an approximately equal number of utterances for the two
children, Thomas's data before the age of 2;06:12 was not included in the present study. A summary of the data included is in
Table 1.
Table 1
Recorded hours for Thomas and Gina corpora.

Thomas Gina

Age No.
hours

Frequency of recordings Mean
MLU

Age No.
hours

Frequency of recordings Mean
MLU

2;06:12e3;02:12 154 5 � 1 h recordings each week,
every week

2.59 3;00:01e3;01:11 30 5 � 1 h recordings per week, every week 2.89

3;03:02e3;11:06 43 5 � 1 h recordings, 1 week per month 3.64 3;02:00e3;11:06 40 5 � 1 h recordings, 1 week per month 3.39
4;00:02e4;11:20 57 5 � 1 h recordings, 1 week per month 3.60 4;00:00e4;01:11 29 5 � 1 h recordings per week, every week 3.93

4;02:29e4;07:29 19 Multiple (between 1 and 4) recordings
one or two weeks a month

3.59

Total 254 Mean 3.28 Total 118 Mean 3.45
Themothers’ datawas taken from the six-week period following their child's third birthday. This resulted in 26 h of recording
for Thomas'smother and 30 for Gina'smother. The recordings for Thomas andGinawere done at their home or at the child study
centre at the University of Manchester over 1-h sessions. The mothers and children engaged in a number of activities, including
19
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mealtimes, play-time and general conversation. Both children came from two-parent families living in amajor urban area of the
UK and from middle-class backgrounds. In addition, data from twelve mother-child dyads (seven female children) in an addi-
tional corpus of data (Rowland and Theakston, 2009; Theakston and Rowland, 2009) were coded. For eachmother-child dyad in
this corpus, there are 22 x 1 h-long recordings, two in every three-week period, plus three further hours of recordings at each of
the start, middle and end of the study period. The children ranged in age at the first recording from 2;08e2;11 (mean 2;10) and
were between 3;04e4;01 (mean 3;06) on the final recording. MLUs on the first recording ranged from 2.41 to 3.79 (mean 3.22)
and from 2.92 to 4.15 (mean 3.43) on the final recording. Recordings took place in the family home during a play context.

4.2.2. Procedure
Only complex adverbial because- and if-sentences (i.e. thosewith a clearly identifiablemain and subordinate clause andwhere

becauseor if functionedasaconnectivebetweentheclauses)werecoded. Isolates (where therewasnomainclause, suchasbecause
I like to, Thomas, 3;03:07) and where because or if appeared in non-complex adverbial forms (such as “Is that because of Fireman
Sam's helmet” [Thomas’mother, 3;00:03] or I'll see if I can find themilk [Gina'smother; 3;00:08])were removed. Additionally, only
sentences that were functionally and structurally interpretable were included, so some utterances that were incomplete or that
contained a significant numberofwords that couldnot be transcribedwere removed. That is, if the speakerfinished enoughof the
utterance that both the function andkey structural/semantic elements could be coded, the itemwaskept; if these things couldnot
be identified or key elements were not able to be transcribed, the utterance was removed from the dataset. The remaining data
were then coded for pragmatic type. Using themodel proposed by Sweetser (1990), each itemwas coded as Content, SpeecheAct
or Epistemic, as detailed in De Ruiter et al. (2021).2 The pragmatic type coding scheme is provided in Appendix 1.

4.2.3. Coding
All sentences which were coded as SpeecheAct were then coded for the following:

4.2.3.1. Illocutionary act type. To determine functional patterns in these sentences, the specific illocutionary act performed in the
main clause was identified. The labels used were modified and reduced from Snow et al. (1996) whose coding scheme captured
some extremely fine distinctions between categories (e.g. differentiating between “agree to carry out act requested or proposed
by other” and “agree to do for last time”).While this level of detail is useful in some analyses, itwas overly specific for the broader
patterns of illocutionary act usewewere investigating. Therefore, the categories were collapsed to reflect 13 broad illocutionary
acts: Ask, Agree, Approve/Praise, Command, Disagree, Disapprove, Permit, Promise/Offer, Request/Suggest, State intent, State/
Claim, Threaten, Warn/Advise. A coding scheme, including examples from the current dataset, is found in Appendix 2.

4.2.3.2. Post-connective phrasing recurrence. To determine whether the connectives were used to introduce any consistent/
recurring phrasing, we next investigated the post-connective verb phrase (VP) recurrence frequency. More specifically, to
determine whether any children were using the connectives to introduce phrasing which was either copied directly from
their mothers (which may vary by child) and/or may be considered idiomatic (which we would expect to then appear
frequently in more than one corpus), the first full VP following the connective was coded.

We decided to use VPs (rather than simply coding the first five or six, for example, words following the connective)
because, while idiomatic phrases, by nature, typically have a set form, they may be subject to some variation. For example, as
argued by Reagan (1987, p. 418), both “Pull Barbara's leg” and “Pull Kathy's leg” are variations of the idiomatic form “Pull X's
leg”. The same seems to be possible with idiomatic phrases in if-clauses. For example, Van der Auwera (1986, p. 199) states
that the subordinate clause in “If I can speak frankly, he doesn't have a chance” is idiomatic. Arguably, however, it would have
the samemeaning if the speaker had produced the subordinate clause If we can speak frankly instead. Thus, the first occurring
VPwas selected to provide a point for comparison of specific phrasing, without being impacted by variation in subject or other
discourse information preceding the verb. The verb form was recorded ignoring variation in person, number, tense and
polarity (e.g. “yeah . [þ I] (be)cause a sun's nice”; Gina, 3;10:02 was coded as “be nice”), but VPs were recorded in full to capture
specific phrasing for later comparison (e.g. “they don't ! (be)cause these two are allowed on the bus”, Bob; 3;06:00, was coded as
“be allowed on the bus”, rather than just “be allowed”). This allowed us to order the data alphabetically around a lemma form
of a given verb to evaluate specific phrasing patterns and consider frequencies.

As the purpose of this coding was to establish patterns in wording associated with the connective and not analyse se-
mantic or syntactic features of the subordinate clauses, specifically, these VPs were not necessarily the main VP of the
subordinate clause headed by the connective. For example, where a further complex adverbial sentence appeared after the
connective, only the VP in the first appearing clause after the connective was coded (e.g., “because normally when we see them
round the corner they're here in a few minutes”; Thomas's mother, 3;00:07, becomes “see them round the corner”). Additional
discourse markers/particles following, but not included in, the VP were excluded (e.g. the “then” at the end of “<I'll put it
away> [<] if Gina's not gonna [: going to] do it then”, Gina's mother; 3;00:25 was excluded and the VP was coded as “be going to
do it”), as were tag questions following the VP (e.g. “okay. (be)cause you like pink” don't you ?” was coded as “like pink”).

To ensure that the wording for all VPs could be evaluated, we removed additional sentences where the first post-
connective VP was uncodable due to unclear or incomplete information, for example, er no . (be)cause I need þ//. [þ IN]
2 The results of this pragmatic type coding were reported in De Ruiter et al. (2021). Minor discrepancies between the data reported in De Ruiter et al.
(2021) and here result from further checking and correcting of the pragmatic coding during the coding phase for this study.
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(Billy, 3;01:02). This resulted in the removal of an additional 135 sentences across the entire dataset (14 (1.4%) from the
mothers’ because; 115 (6.4%) from the children's because; 2 (0.7%) from mother's if; 4 (1.9%) from children's if)).

4.2.4. Reliability
Approximately 15% of the illocutionary acts were coded by an independent researcher. The average free marginal kappa

was .71 for because-sentences and .76 for the if-sentences, which is substantial agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977).

5. Results

After those with unclear illocutionary acts were removed, a total of 3267 SpeecheAct sentences were coded. Within the
children's data, there were 1785 because-sentences and 214 if-sentences. Within the mothers’ data, there were 976 because-
sentences and 292 if-sentences (see Table 2 3).
Table 2
Summary of total because- and if-utterances, utterances by connective and SpeecheAct utterances by speaker.

Speaker Total no. because- and if-utterances No. because % Because SpeecheAct No. if % if SpeecheAct

INPUT
Alice 124 83 76% 41 37%
Billy 112 70 63% 42 33%
Bob 11 8 63% 3 33%
Gina 637 400 77% 237 27%
Helen 142 73 68% 69 26%
Ivy 50 28 43% 22 14%
Jack 75 32 62% 43 26%
Lucy 73 40 70% 33 30%
Mary 179 96 67% 83 39%
Olga 141 81 68% 60 33%
Rebecca 183 88 60% 95 37%
Sid 59 29 62% 30 20%
Steve 93 64 59% 29 24%
Thomas 761 465 47% 296 19%
Mean input 188.6 111.2 63.2% 77.4 28.4%
CHILDREN
Alice 4 3 100% 1 100%
Billy 128 103 69% 25 4%
Bob 121 114 78% 7 57%
Gina 554 427 78% 127 24%
Helen 150 126 79% 24 38%
Ivy 116 90 83% 26 58%
Jack 42 30 53% 12 67%
Lucy 140 98 77% 42 36%
Mary 268 195 62% 73 30%
Olga 260 207 71% 53 60%
Rebecca 59 41 88% 18 72%
Sid 347 272 70% 75 17%
Steve 125 110 78% 15 47%
Thomas 806 593 76% 213 21%
Mean children 222.9 172.1 75.7% 50.8 45.0%
Descriptive datawere used to explore the patterns in the speech of the different groups,with one-sidedWilcoxon signed rank
comparisons used to assess the significance of any observed differences. The analysis was done in R (R Core Team, 2018) version
3.5.1 (“Feather Spray”) using the coinpackage (Hothorn et al., 2019), with the default Prattmethod (Pratt,1959) for zeros and ties.

5.1. Illocutionary acts

The illocutionary acts produced by the mothers for each connective were compared to those produced by the children.
Because illocutionary acts are reported first, followed by if. For both connectives, results are presented first for children and
then for mothers.

5.1.1. Because
The most common illocutionary acts children produced with their because-sentences were State/Claims (M ¼ .382;

SD ¼ .116), followed by Commands (M ¼ .271 SD ¼ .089) and Request/Suggests (M ¼ .083, SD ¼ .05). Disapprove, Promise/
Offer and Threaten occurred rarely with because in the children's data (none accounted for more than 4% of any child's
productions). Although therewas some individual variationwithin the children, the trendswere largely consistent (see Fig.1).
3 De Ruiter et al. (2021) reports pragmatic coding for the Thomas and Gina data, repeated here, but provides only average values for the additional 12
dyads, full details reported here.
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Fig. 1. Children's because illocutionary acts.
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The primary illocutionary act performed with the mothers’ because-sentences was Command (M ¼ .368; SD ¼ .102),
followed by State/Claim (M ¼ .145, SD ¼ .086) and Request/Suggest (M ¼ .124; SD ¼ .078). Like with the children, there was a
relatively high degree of consistency between themothers. Disapprove, Disagree and Threatenwere rarely produced by any of
the mothers with because (none accounted for more than 5% of any mother's because-illocutionary acts) (see Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Mothers’ because illocutionary acts.
In comparison to their mothers, the children produced proportionately more State/Claims (.382 vs. .145, Z ¼ 3.296,
p ¼ .001) and Disagrees (.044 vs. .006, Z ¼ 2.826, p ¼ .017). The output of the Wilcoxon tests for because are summarised in
Table 3, with Fig. 3 providing a visual comparison. Significance (p) values have been adjusted using the Bonferonni correction
for multiple comparisons.
Table 3
Summary of Wilcoxon signed rank comparison of child and mother illocutionary acts with because.

Children Mothers Significance

Illocutionary act Mean SD Mean SD Y/N p Z

Agree .021 .019 .021 .026 N 1 0.126
Approve/Praise .012 .016 .058 .037 N 1 �3.078
Ask .028 .023 .080 .056 N 1 �2.449
Command .271 .089 .368 .102 N 1 �2.668
Disagree .044 .036 .006 .011 Y 0.017 2.826
Disapprove .007 .008 .012 .019 N 1 �0.159
Permit .036 .029 .040 .056 N 1 0.282
Promise/Offer .013 .013 .033 .029 N 1 �2.328
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Fig. 3. Because Illocutionary act types e children versus mothers.

Table 3 (continued )

Children Mothers Significance

Illocutionary act Mean SD Mean SD Y/N p Z

Request/Suggest .083 .050 .124 .078 N 1 �2.166
State intent .061 .043 .053 .049 N 1 0.628
State/Claim .382 .116 .145 .086 Y 0.001 3.296
Threaten 0 0 .003 .008 N/A N/A N/A
Warn/Advise .043 .085 .058 .049 N 1 �1.507
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5.1.2. If
We next examined the children's and mothers’ if-sentences to establish whether they showed similar patterns of usage.

Different patterns emerged from what was found with the because-sentences. Permit was the most frequent if-illocutionary
act for the children (M ¼ .398, SD ¼ .239), followed by State/Claim (M ¼ .188, SD ¼ .258) and Request/suggest (M ¼ .109,
SD ¼ .108). No child produced any Disagrees with if and only one child produced any Threats (accounting for only 3% of her if
illocutionary acts). Fig. 4 shows the patterns of children's if illocutionary acts.
Fig. 4. Child if illocutionary acts.
Like the children, Permit was the most frequently produced if-illocutionary act for the mothers (M ¼ .199, SD ¼ .096),
followed by Ask (M ¼ .166, SD ¼ .255) and State/Claim (M ¼ .155, SD ¼ .124, see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Mother if illocutionary acts.
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After applying the Bonferonni correction for multiple comparisons, there were no differences between the proportions in
which children and mothers produced the different illocutionary acts with if (see Table 4 and Fig. 6).
Table 4
Summary of Wilcoxon signed rank comparison of child and mother illocutionary acts with if.

Children Mothers Significance

Illocutionary act Mean SD Mean SD Y/N p Z

Agree .024 .063 .016 .025 N 1 �0.169
Approve/Praise .016 .038 .026 .055 N 1 �0.808
Ask .039 .070 .166 .255 N 1 �2.199
Command .063 .076 .068 .097 N 1 0.031
Disagree 0 0 .006 .024 N/A N/A N/A
Disapprove .006 .015 .008 .022 N 1 �0.576
Permit .398 .239 .199 .096 N 0.229 2.103
Promise/Offer .105 .104 .074 .062 N 1 1.211
Request/Suggest .109 .108 .128 .113 N 1 �0.565
State intent .020 .033 .022 .033 N 1 �0.035
State/Claim .188 .258 .155 .124 N 1 0.063
Threaten .002 .009 .038 .069 N 1 �1.992
Warn/Advise .031 .069 .093 .153 N 1 �2.066

Fig. 6. If Illocutionary act types comparison e children versus mothers.
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5.2. Phrasing recurrence

We next looked at post-connective phrasing patterns to see if children were using the connectives to introduce the same
phrasing as their mothers or whether there were any patterns which may be indicative of more generally accepted idiomatic
usage. To explore whether these patterns exist, we compared the most frequently produced VPs appearing after the con-
nective in these SpeecheAct sentences for each connective across the dyads.

5.2.1. Because VPs
Overall, the children produced 1446 different post-connective VPs in their 1670 because SpeecheAct sentences and

mothers produced 908 different post-connective VPs in their 962 because SpeecheAct sentences. Table 5 shows the most
frequently repeated because post-connective VPs for both speakers within each dyad, including the number of times each
speaker produced that VP. Where a speaker did not have any repeated forms (and therefore no form(s) was/were more
frequent than any others), an N/A is recorded. No because post-connective VP was produced more than six times by any
speaker, nor accounted for more than 5% of any child's total because SpeecheAct sentences. Only one dyad (Gina and her
mother) shared their most frequently produced form, look (e.g. no . (be)cause look , Gina; 4;00:27). However, for Gina and her
mother, this VP only accounted for about 1% of each speaker's because SpeecheAct sentences, and for Gina this was tied with
three other VPs. Look was also the most frequent because post-connective VP for five other speakers (but not for their in-
terlocutors), although it was never produced more than six times by any speaker. This means that several speakers produced
it, but not repeatedly. Therefore, for because, there was no evidence that any of the children were consistently copying the
post-connective phrasing their mothers used. Additionally, although look appears to be a phrase that speakers sometimes use
following because in their SpeecheAct sentences, there is not any strong evidence this or any other post-connective phrasing
has any consistent or idiomatic usage in because SpeecheAct sentences.
Table 5
Most frequently repeated because post-connective verb phrase(s) for each speaker.

Corpus Most frequently repeated post-connective VP(s) in because SpeecheAct sentences (N ¼ number of times produced)

Child Mother

Alice N/A N/A
Billy N/A N/A
Bob Be omegaþranger (e.g. yeah ! [þ SR] (be)cause I'm omegaþranger; 3;05:09)

Be sick (e.g. yes . (be)cause I'm sick; 3;02:08)
Be two (e.g. yeah ! (be)cause you're two,aren't you?; 3;05:09)
Can find me (e.g. in the grey grass . [þ SR] (be)cause you can't find me; 3;06:00)
Like them (e.g. didn't you forgot [*] I want sweeties ? (be)cause I like them; 3;06:16)
(N ¼ 2; 2.5% each)

N/A

Gina Be a big girl (e.g. I won't burn my fingers . (be)cause I'm a big girl; 3;01:06);
Be nice (e.g. yeah . [þ I] (be)cause a sun's nice; 3;10:02);
Look (e.g. no (be)cause look I don't even come up to there; 4;01:11);
Need it (e.g. where's my phone (be)cause I need it ?; 4;00:26)
(N ¼ 4; 1.3% each)

Look (e.g. &wha [//] what about the crocodile ?
(be)cause look . the crocodile's gonna [: going to] go
snap@o; 3;00:14) (N ¼ 4; 1.3%)

Helen Be the teacher (e.g. I am . (be)cause I am the teacher; 3;05:29) (N ¼ 3; 3.5%) N/A
Ivy Do (why's this one not stand because that one does ?; 3;08:03)

(N ¼ 3; 4.5%)
N/A

Jack N/A Look (e.g. shall we push ? because, look . 3;01:29)
(N ¼ 2; 10%)

Lucy Be going to sleep (e.g. we have to be quiet because this baby's going to sleep; 2;11:05);
Look (e.g. no . don't do it on that page (be)cause look; 3;01:18)
(N ¼ 2; 3% each)

Be wet (e.g. no . (be)cause it's wet; 3;01:23) (N ¼ 2;
7.4%)

Mary Be very good (e.g. I'll do it for you # (be)cause I 0am [*] very good; 3;01:22);
Be a big girl (e.g. yeah . (be)cause I'm a big girl; 3;05:06);
Be quite difficult (e.g. you open my box (be)cause it's quite difficult; 3;01:22);
Like elephants (e.g. <you could> [/] you could be an elephant (be)cause you like
elephants; 3;04:08);
Do work (e.g. it's not working . (be)cause some don't work; 3;00:03)
(N ¼ 2; 1.8% each)

Look (e.g. watch this . now now . (be)cause, look . look
look look; 3;01:07) (N ¼ 2; 3.1%)

Olga Be the mummy (e.g. okay . (be)cause I'm the mummy; 2;09:03);
Be her mummy (e.g. yeah . [þ SR] (be)cause I'm her mummy; 2;10:21)
(N ¼ 3; 2.2% each)

N/A

Rebecca N/A N/A
Sid Look (e.g. I'll stop you from getting down . (be)cause, look !; 3;02:25)

(N ¼ 3; 1.8%)
N/A

Steve Be broken (e.g. no . [þ I] (be)cause [/] (be)cause it's broken; 3;03:00) (N ¼ 4; 4.9%) N/A
Thomas Look (e.g. you have not . (be)cause look; 4;04:03) (N ¼ 6; 1.4%) Can see (e.g. I like glass because without glass <I can't

see> [>]; 3;01:12);

(continued on next page)
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Table 5 (continued )

Corpus Most frequently repeated post-connective VP(s) in because SpeecheAct sentences (N ¼ number of times produced)

Child Mother

Be upstairs (e.g. you can't play with your shop now
because it's upstairs and we're downstairs; 3;00:18);
Will break (e.g. don't [/] don't put anymore in,
Thomas, because it'll break; 3;01:03);
Get dirty (e.g. you shouldn't start puting food in toys,
Thomas . because then they get dirty; 3;00:24)
(N ¼ 2; 0.9% each)
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5.2.2. If VPs
Table 6 shows the most frequently produced post-connective VPs in if SpeecheAct sentences for each speaker. For if,

the children produced 91 different post-connective VPs in their 210 if SpeecheAct sentences and the mothers produced
196 different post-connective VPs in their 290 if SpeecheAct sentences. In three dyads the same post-connective VP
(want) was the most frequently produced by both speakers, accounting for between 23.5% and 65.6% of these speakers’ if
SpeecheAct sentences. There were also more general patterns across the data. Specifically, the VPs want, like and want to
were all produced by several speakers (want: 11 children, 9 mothers; like: 8 children, 7 mothers; want to: 7 children, 5
mothers), and for 20 of the 28 speakers, one of these was the most frequently produced post-connective VP in their if
SpeecheAct sentences (see Table 6). No other post-connective VP was produced more than 4 times in the overall if
datasets for either children or mothers (as such, no others accounted for more than 2% of the children's dataset or 1% of
the mothers’).
Table 6
Most frequently repeated if post-connective verb phrase for each speaker.

Corpus Most frequently repeated post-connective VPs in if SpeecheAct sentences

Children Mothers

Alice N/A Want (e.g. I'll tell you if you want; 3;01:25) (N ¼ 4; 26.7%)
Billy N/A Want (e.g. yeah . if you want; 3;01:07) (N ¼ 5; 35.7%)
Bob Want (e.g. come on ! you [/] you can be one if you want; 3;06:00)

(N ¼ 2; 50%)
N/A

Gina Want (e.g. you can talk to me if you want; 4;05:28) (N ¼ 13;
43.3%)

Want (e.g. you can put some on your feet as well if you want;
3;00:04) (N ¼ 16; 25%)

Helen Want to (e.g. so let's put everybody in . if they want to they can all
be in; 3;05:15) (N ¼ 2; 25%)

Like (e.g. yeah . put it on there if you like; 3;01:28) (N ¼ 5; 27.8%)

Ivy Want (e.g. you can swim through if you want; 3;02:03) (N ¼ 4;
30.8%)

N/A

Jack Like (e.g. you [/] you [/] you can buy them if you like; 3;01:08)
(N ¼ 3; 37.5%)

N/A

Lucy Want (e.g. Mum . [þ SR] have this fork if you want; 2;11:15)
(N ¼ 7; 46.7%)

N/A

Mary Want (e.g. okay . if they want; 2;11:19) (N ¼ 11; 50%) Like (e.g. you could swap if you like; 3;01:22) (N ¼ 14; 45.2%)
Olga Want (e.g. or anyway if you want . tip it in this way on my spoon;

3;00:02) (N ¼ 21; 65.6%)
Want (e.g. you can have that pizza for free if you want; 3;01:28)
(N ¼ 5; 25%)

Rebecca Want (e.g. I 0 [*] put my dinosaur there if you want; 3;01:00)
(N ¼ 5; 38.5%)

Want (e.g. there's a blue one as well if you want ?; 3;01:07) (N¼ 8;
23.5%)

Sid Like (e.g. you can break it in . <if you like> [>] ?; 3;02:25) (N ¼ 2;
15.4%)

N/A

Steve Want to (e.g. he [/] he can have [/] have this if he want [*] to;
3;01:15) (N ¼ 3; 42.9%)

N/A

Thomas Want (e.g. you're going to be the delivery lady . if you want;
4;10:08) (N ¼ 8; 18.6%)

Like (e.g. but you have it if you like; 3;01:11) (N ¼ 6: 10.7%)
Overall, these recurring forms (want, like, want to) account for a large proportion of the data for both groups. Their usage is
more consistent in the children's data accounting for just over half of all if SpeecheAct sentences; for mothers, they account
for almost a quarter (see Table 7).
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Table 7
Proportions of frequently recurring if post-connective VPs in the data.

Children Mothers

Want .345 (SD ¼ .282) .128 (SD ¼ .124)
Like .104 (SD ¼ .119) .079 (SD ¼ .132)
Want to .080 (SD ¼ .126) .025 (SD ¼ .049)
Total .529 .232
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Given the extensive overlap in post-connective verb phrases used in if-sentences, we then examined the subjects of these
VPs and the illocutionary acts with which they co-occurred to determine anymore specific patterns of usage. Of the 194 post-
connective VPs that took one of these forms across the two speaker groups, 175 (90.2%) had the subject you (mothers’:
M ¼ 1.00, SD¼ 0; children: M ¼ .80, SD¼ 0.229). This means that these recurring phrases in the mothers’ speech were either
the specific phrases “if you want”, “if you like”, or “if you want to” and the children also preferred this phrasing, although they
did occasionally change the subject (e.g., okay . if they want;Mary, 2;11:19). With regard to illocutionary acts, all three of these
VPs were primarily produced with Permits, Request/Suggests and Promise/Offers (see Fig. 7), suggesting these recurring
forms also have a very limited function.
Fig. 7. Comparison of illocutionary acts produced with the recurring if post-connective VPs (want, like, want to).
To summarise, while mothers and children both use because to explain Commands, children produce it to explain State/
Claims and Disagreements proportionately more frequently than their mothers. With if, there were no significant differences
between children and their mothers in the proportional use of any illocutionary act. While there were no consistent patterns
in the post-connective phrasing of because-sentences, there was evidence of repetitive phrasing in the if post-connective VPs
of both mothers and children, with these forms accounting for more than half of the children's if SpeecheAct sentences. As
such, it seems that while children's because-sentences broadly reflect their mothers’ pragmatically, they differ slightly in
primary function and have little resemblance in form. By contrast, their if SpeecheAct sentences are similar to their mothers’
in terms of both function and repetitive phrasing.
6. Discussion

In this study, we aimed to providemore insight into functional patterns in the SpeecheAct sentences (Sweetser, 1990) that
children hear and produce. Specifically, we coded because and if SpeecheAct sentences for the illocutionary act performed in
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the main clause, as well as the post-connective phrasing. The analyses revealed some clear, although opposing, patterns for
the two connectives, which we will discuss below.

With because, both mothers and children produced a large number of Commands (children 27.1%, mothers 36.8%).
However, while this was the most frequently produced illocutionary act for the mothers, it was not for the children. Instead,
State/Claim was the most frequently occurring illocutionary act in the children's speech (38.2%) and they produced these
proportionately more frequently than their mothers (14.5%). Additionally, although it was low frequency overall, the children
produced proportionately more Disagrees with because than their mothers (4.4% vs. 0.6%). Thus, although there are related
patterns in mothers’ and children's productions of because SpeecheAct sentences, children do show some patterns of usage
that are different from their mothers.

The specific illocutionary act patterns observed in the children's data seem to indicate that their because SpeecheAct
sentences serve a different function to that suggested by Kyratzis et al. (1990), who reported that children's causal
SpeecheAct clauses mainly accompanied “control acts”. Although this seems to be at least partially corroborated in the
present study by the high number of Commands the children produced, these were not the most frequently produced illo-
cutionary acts in our children's because data. Rather, our data showed that children produced more explanations of State-
ments/Claims (e.g. yes . because it's cold, Helen, 3; 02:12) than any other illocutionary act with because. Thus, while the
children's because SpeecheAct sentences are regularly related to their own interests (thus aligning with patterns in children's
causal speech, in general, as reported in Diessel, 2004; Hood and Bloom, 1979), their primary function may not be as “co-
ercive” as Kyratzis et al. (1990, p. 210) suggest. Rather, because (along with the arguments/explanations it introduces) may
primarily function to increase co-operative discourse. This idea is based on Ford and Mori (1994), who shows that in adult
speech “causal connectors are used in the service of negotiating agreement (or managing disagreement) between in-
terlocutors” (pp. 52e53) (see also Orsolini, 1993 for related arguments regarding Italian children's use of perch�e (because)).
Additionally, Sweetser (1990) claimed that explaining one's utterance can help the speaker prevent being perceived as rude.
With regard to child discourse, specifically, Kyratzis et al. (2010) give further support to the argument in their study of
justifications in peer discourse. Although the boys in their study did not produce enough data for statistical comparisons,
Kyratzis et al. (2010) argued that girls (aged 3; 7e5; 4) produced more causal connectives with justifications that “validated”
(i.e. expanded upon or agreedwith a peer's statement/idea) than “opposed” (i.e. rejected a peer's action or idea). Ourmaternal
input data is also consistent with the idea that SpeecheAct because has a broadly co-operative function. Although mothers
primarily produced Commands, these did not appear to have the sole intent of controlling their children. Rather, the com-
mands were often instructions aimed to help their children and/or prevent a generally negative consequence, while because
was then used to introduce an explanation as to why this directive was applicable (e.g. put your cardigan on, babes . (be)cause I
think you're getting a little bit of a cough <and cold> [>], Gina's mother, 3; 00:04). Although these kinds of explanations can be
produced without a connective (e.g. as two independent sentences, such as put your cardigan on. I think you are getting a little
bit of a cough), Kyratzis et al. (2010) argue (following Chafe,1984) that the use of a connective “focuses attention on the reason
and does not allow the main clause to be asserted strongly” (Kyratzis et al., 2010, p. 122) (although cf. Orsolini, 1993). One
possibility is that the patterns observed in the input to children teach them that SpeecheAct because enables them to draw
attention to their explanation e and thus act more co-operatively in the discourse e even when producing illocutionary acts
that are self-focused.

If this is the case, given the usefulness of this function, as well as the frequency with which because SpeecheAct sentences
are heard and produced by young children, it is possible that this pragmatic meaning is the one that is the most salient, and
thus prioritised in acquisition (see Slobin, 1985). Although they argued that the primary function of SpeecheAct causals in
child speech is somewhat different than the function we have described here, Kyratzis et al. (1990) make a similar argument
regarding the usefulness of this pragmatic type and its presence in the speech of young children. Evers-Vermeul and Sanders
(2011) label this approach a “social-pragmatic complexity approach” (p. 1647), where there is a relationship between the
usefulness of a connective's function and the ease with which a child acquires it, a theory that overlaps with Slobin's (1985)
argument that children prioritise meaningful language. Ford (1993), drawing on Schiffrin, (1987, as reported in Ford, 1993),
suggested that adults may sometimes use because tomean “what I have just said may be clarified through what I am about to
say” (p. 135). In a related way, then, for young children, because may mean something like “the reason I just said that is …”.
This, then, would give further support to Kyratzis et al.’s (1990) (see also De Ruiter et al., 2021) hypothesis that children's
difficulty in understanding because reflects the fact that experimental studies primarily use Content sentences as their
stimuli. This may be especially problematic when interpretation of because in these studies relies on an understanding of the
cause-effect/temporal ordering in Content sentences (e.g. De Ruiter et al., 2018; Emerson, 1979; Emerson and Gekoski, 1980)
(see related arguments in Donaldson, 1986). In these studies, understanding an ordering relationship is critical to being able
to interpret the sentence correctly. In SpeecheAct sentences, however, the sentencemeaning is not bound by this same sort of
ordering (i.e. both the illocutionary act and the explanation for it occur in the present discourse, Degand and Pander Maat,
2003; Pander Maat and Degand, 2001). As such, when the type of because-sentences that children hear/produce most
frequently does not require understanding of an ordering relationship, it is perhaps not surprising that they struggle with
experimental stimuli testing this understanding.

With regard to if, different patterns emerge. First, for both children and their mothers, the most frequently produced
illocutionary act was Permit (children: 39.8%, mothers: 19.9%) and there were no significant differences in the proportional
frequency with which any illocutionary act appeared in the children's data in comparison to their mothers’. Thus, we see a
clear difference between because and if: while children's because SpeecheAct sentences align with their mothers only in
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terms of broad functional patterns, both the function and the form of their if SpeecheAct sentences aligned with those
produced by their mothers. Second, although we have argued above that because in because SpeecheAct sentences has a co-
operative function, the illocutionary acts it accompanied were primarily related to the child's own interest (State/Claims and
Commands). By contrast, if illocutionary acts were often focused on their addressee. Permission accounted for approximately
40% of children's if productions, primarily occurring with post-connective phrasing in the form of “if you like/want (to)”, which
appear to relate to the listener's, rather than speaker's, interest. Thus, in alignment with Sweetser (1990), for children as well
as adults, if SpeecheAct sentences seem to be strongly associated with politeness. Finally, these recurring VPs constitute
another clear difference between because and if. While therewere no consistent patterns in the post-connective VPs produced
with because, the forms if you want (to) and if you like appeared repeatedly in the speech of many speakers from both groups
and were associated with specific illocutionary acts. Their consistency of usage suggests that these are “idiomatic” (e.g.
Sweetser, 1990; Van der Auwera, 1986) forms, devoid of true conditional meaning and not specific to individual discourse. In
contrast, for the other if post-connective VPs, there were no consistently recurring patterns; rather they were generally
tailored to individual discourse in some way, such as by expressing given information (see Sweetser, 1990; Van der Auwera,
1986) (e.g. if you're looking for the trailer. I know where the car is; Thomas, 4; 04:03). Given the frequency with which these
idiomatic forms were heard performing a specific function in input (accounting for 23% of the if SpeecheAct sentences in
input, mainly with Permits, Promises/Offers and Request/Suggests), it is possible to see how these could be acquired as entire
phrases with a specific functional, rather than conditional, meaning. These may be idiomatic phrases which function solely to
signal politeness, similar to Sweetser's (1990) arguments regarding “if I may say so”-clauses. More specifically, these appear to
be set phrases which let the listener know that their preference is being prioritised in the present discourse.

This aligns with Tomasello's (2001) idea of “holophrases”, which are either single words or set phrases that children
abstract from their input and use to relate a particular communicative meaning. From this perspective, the inclusion of
idiomatic if-sentences as SpeecheAct sentences may overinflate the frequency with which children meaningfully hear and
produce this pragmatic type (e.g. see Kirjavainen et al., 2009, p.1097, for a related argument that excuse me is a “frozenphrase”
which cannot be used to gauge children's understanding of the verbþme construction). That is, although these still constitute
part of if SpeecheAct sentence input and production, if they are produced/interpreted as chunks used for a specific function
(i.e., rather than as wholly analysed clauses), children may not (fully) associate the SpeecheAct functionwith these idiomatic
utterances. If this is the case, although children produce if SpeecheAct and Content sentences in almost equal proportions (De
Ruiter et al., 2021), their production may not equate to the same level of comprehension of these two pragmatic types.
Interestingly, in comparison to the figures reported in De Ruiter et al. (2021) showing children produce a higher proportion of
if SpeecheAct sentences than their mothers (but with a high degree of individual variation), when these idiomatic sentences
are removed from the data, the proportions of children's if pragmatic types (i.e. Content, Epistemic, SpeecheAct) match their
mothers much more consistently (e.g. both children and their mothers produce .23e.24 SpeecheAct and .72e.75 Content),
and the individual variation (as indicated by the standard deviation) for the children's SpeecheAct and Content types is
reduced (SpeecheAct: .258 vs .138; Content: .249 vs. .142). This suggests that the frequency with which individual children
produced these idiomatic forms largely contributed to the high degree of variation in children's if SpeecheAct sentences as
reported in De Ruiter et al. (2021); when these forms are removed, children's pragmatic proportions favour the Content
relationship with if far more consistently, showing a stronger relationship to input.

If this is the case, it means that the pragmatic type children aremost commonly tested on in experiments with if is the kind
they are most likely to use meaningfully/process entirely. Unlike with because, then, where we have suggested above that the
salience and frequency of the SpeecheAct type may contribute to children's difficulty with Content stimuli, pragmatic pat-
terns seem less helpful in explaining the difficulty children have with if in comprehension studies such as De Ruiter et al.
(2018). However, if is more complex semantically than because. While because contains the semantic aspects of causality
and, at least for some pragmatic types (see Degand and Pander Maat, 2003; Pander Maat and Degand, 2001), ordering (e.g.
Emerson and Gekoski, 1980), if can require understanding of additional concepts like hypotheticality, contingency and
inference (Bowerman, 1986), and sentences expressing simple, hypothetical and counterfactual conditionality are all found
(in varying levels of frequency) in the speech of, and to, young children (De Ruiter et al., 2021). Furthermore, unlike because
sentences, which primarily occur in main-subordinate order, if-sentences are more varied, occurring in both main-
subordinate and subordinate-main (Diessel, 2004, 2005), and the proportions in which they occur in either order changes
with pragmatic type, such that Content is more likely to occur in subordinate-main, while SpeecheAct is more likely to occur
in main-subordinate (De Ruiter et al., 2021). Thus, while the pragmatic variation and SpeecheAct patterns discussed here do
not seem to fully explain children's difficulty with demonstrating understanding of if, in and of themselves, they likely
provide an additional level of complexity to a connective which is already very complicated to acquire (see De Ruiter et al.,
2021 for related arguments). All this noise in the form-meaning and form-functionmapping of ifmay simply cause children to
have more difficulty with it than other connectives (see e.g. Slobin, 1982 for discussion on how acquisition is complicated by
noise in form-function mapping).

To summarise, our study has shown clear patterns in children's usage of because- and if SpeecheAct sentences, supporting
the idea that these sentences express particular functional meaning for children. For because, we argue that this is a way of
achieving goals/promoting their ideas in a co-operative manner; for if, it is a way of expressing politeness. Furthermore, we
also offer evidence that a large portion of children's if SpeecheAct sentences contain idiomatic phrasing and, as such, may not
express a meaningful conditional relationship. Therefore, of those if-utterances that do meaningfully express a conditional
relationship, children's speech and input may favour Content relationships with if-sentences more than the patterns reported
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in De Ruiter et al. (2021) initially suggest. However, while the patterns here tell us more about children's usage of this
pragmatic type, without data on children's comprehension of these kinds of sentences, particularly in comparison to themore
commonly assessed Content relationship (e.g. Amidon, 1976; De Ruiter et al., 2018; Emerson, 1979; 1980; Emerson and
Gekoski, 1980; French, 1988; Peterson and McCabe, 1985), we cannot be certain whether the patterns presented here actu-
ally relate to children's comprehension, either of the SpeecheAct function specifically, or of the connectives overall. As such,
at present, we are exploring this via experiments designed to determine how comprehension of these connectives changes
with pragmatic type. In doing this, we hope to provide more information, not only about children's understanding of what
these connectives mean and how they typically function, but also about children's sensitivity to the pragmatic relationships
these connectives express.
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Appendix 1. Pragmatic coding

1. Because

The labels for these are CONTENT, EPISTEMIC and SPEECH-ACT (based on definitions given in Sweetser, 1990* and Kyratzis
et al., 1990**).

a. CONTENT: The subordinate clause provides a “real-world” cause for the event in the main clause. The function of these is
to explain the specific cause of a state/event mentioned in the main clause.
e.g. He was barking. Because he wanted to get out. (Kyratzis et al., 1990, p. 206)**
e.g. The chef set out the ingredients because he was about to start cooking.
e.g. but I'm just putting it on because I'm cold (Gina; 4;02:30) (from present dataset)
b. EPISTEMIC: The subordinate clause provides an explanation of how a speaker arrived at the conclusion expressed in the
main clause.
e.g. This is for gardening, because it's fat (Kyratzis et al., 1990, p. 207)**
e.g. The chef is about to start cooking, because he set out all the ingredients.
e.g. or perhaps it isn't Sue because she-'has got some new neighbours (Thomas’mother; 3;00:07) (from present dataset)
c. SPEECH-ACT: The subordinate clause explains/justifies a speech act (illocutionary act) that is performed in themain clause
(i.e. explains a speech/illocutionary act, instead of providing an explanation about how something occurred.)
e.g. Take the gloves off. Because they'll get dirty. (Kyratzis et al., 1990, p. 206)**
e.g. Pass me the ingredients, because I am about to start cooking.
e.g. yeah . (be)cause I need to get them right . (Gina, 3;07:04) (from present dataset)
* *Kyratzis, A., Guo, J., & Ervin-Tripp, S. (1990). Pragmatic conventions influencing children's use of causal constructions in
natural discourse. Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Berkeley Linguistics Society, 16, 205e214.

*Sweetser, E. (1990). From Etymology to Pragmatics: Metaphorical and Cultural Aspects of Semantic Structure (Cambridge
Studies in Linguistics). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

2. If

The labels for these are CONTENT, EPISTEMIC and SPEECH-ACT (based on Sweetser, 1990*, with further support from Van
der Auwera, 1986***).

a. CONTENT: The subordinate clause describes the sufficient conditions for a state or event. The main clause of these can be a
speech/illocutionary act, provided the entire utterance is conditional (e.g. If you inherit, will you invest?; Van der Auwera,
1986, p. 198).
e.g. If you get me some coffee, I'll give you a cookie (Sweetser, 1990, p.114)*
e.g. The chef sets out the ingredients if he is going to start cooking.
e.g. I'll turn you into a slug if you don't go now (Thomas; 4;10:05) (from present dataset)
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b. EPISTEMIC: The subordinate clause provides the conditions (evidence) for drawing a conclusion that is expressed in the
main clause. The function of these is to verbalise a deduction/inference.
e.g. If John went to that party, (then) he was trying to infuriate Miriam (Sweetser, 1990, 116)*
e.g. The chef is going to start cooking, if he is setting out the ingredients.
e.g. there must be special crayons if they're fifty pound (Gina's mother; 3;00:12) (from present dataset)
c. SPEECH-ACT: The subordinate clause defines the conditions for a speech act (illocutionary act). Unlike Content sentences
with speech/illocutionary acts in the main clause, in SpeecheAct sentences it is the saying of the speech/illocutionary act,
itself, that is conditional (e.g. If you saw John, did you talk to him?; Van der Auwera, 1986, p. 198).
e.g. If I may say so, that's a crazy idea (Sweetser, 1990, p.118)*
e.g. I have set out the ingredients, if you are ready to start cooking.
e.g. I've got a sweet if he behaves (Thomas; 4;04:05) (from present dataset)
* Sweetser, E. (1990). From Etymology to Pragmatics: Metaphorical and Cultural Aspects of Semantic Structure (Cambridge
Studies in Linguistics). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

*** Van der Auwera, J. (1986). Conditionals and speech acts. In E. C. Traugott, A. T. Meulen, J. S. Reilly,& C.A. Ferguson (Eds.),
On Conditionals (pp. 197e214). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Appendix 2. Illocutionary act coding scheme

1. Agree e the main clause offers agreement with an idea or statement that the other speaker has said. These do not offer
any judgement on behaviour (such as “this is good/bad”, etc), but simply state the speaker's agreement with an idea
presented.

e.g.1 CHILD: I should get my pyjamas on.

MOTHER: Yeah. Because it is almost bedtime.

e.g. 2 That's right. Because we saw them playing together, didn't we?
e.g. 3 Yes, if that really is true
(Note: this may also include sentences where themain clause indicates a negative agreement, like: CHILD: I didn't like that

book, did I?. MOTHER: No (you didn't) because you were overtired and not in the mood to give it a chance.)

Because example from dataset: yeah . because that's silly . (Helen; 3; 02:12)

If example from dataset: yes you do have rather a problem if your shoes don't fit . (Thomas’ mother; 3; 00:10)
2. Approve/Praisee themain clause praises or approves of a state, event, behaviour, etc. described or performed. This may

be of something the listener or someone else has said or done or may be a general value judgement of something (such as “I
like this” or “this is nice”).

e.g. 1 This is great because look at how much work they've put into this.
e.g. 2 Good boy! Because I didn't even have to ask you to pick up your toys.
e.g. 3 This is lovely, if you built that all by yourself.

Because example from dataset: very nice . (be)cause Cinderella's got some birds, hasn't she ? (Mary; 3;02:04)
If example from dataset: that's good if you have little animals. (Ivy; 3; 02:24)

3. Ask e the main clause asks a question.

e.g. 1 So, what should we eat for dessert, because you ate all your dinner?
e.g. 2 Do you think he will, if you are such an expert?

(Note: these are when the speaker actually asks a question of the listener. This does not include directives phrased as
questions, such as “Can you pick your toys now, because it's time for bed?”).
Because example from dataset: how ? (be)cause they don't have any eyes . (Mary; 3;01:14)
If example from dataset: if they're not the arms what are they ? (Steve's mother; 3;00:13)
4. Command e the main clause demands/orders a certain behaviour of the listener. Usually this relates to the present or

immediate future. The listener, in these cases, is expected to comply. This may also include indirect commands, such as “can
you get me that, because I need it”.

e.g. 1 Don't do that because you'll get hurt.
e.g. 2 You need to hand that to me right now because I am tired of asking.
e.g. 3 Put away your blocks, if you are really finished with them.

This includes the forbidding of activities, such as:

e.g. 1 CHILD: Can I climb up there?

MOTHER: No because you could hurt yourself.

e.g. 2 You can't do that all by yourself because you are too young.
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Because example from dataset: cut all the stars ! (be)cause [/] (be)cause they are alien's stars ! (Sid; 3;04:20)
If example from dataset: and then wash it if it's tatty. (Olga; 2;11:11)
5. Disagreee themain clause offers disagreement or refusal of an idea/fact stated by the other speaker. These do not relate

to behaviour control; they solely express the speaker's disagreement with the truth of an idea.

e.g. 1 CHILD: This music is too loud.

MOTHER: No (it isn't) because I want to listen to it in the kitchen.

e.g. 2 MOTHER: We won't be late.
CHILD: Yes we will, if I really have to finish all of my lunch first.

Because example from dataset: no. that's a little one (be)cause that's Daddy's . (Lucy; 2;11:05)
If example from dataset: it isn't if the wheels won't turn . (Jack's mother; 3;01:29)

6. Disapprovee the main clause primarily functions to express the speaker's disapproval at an event, state, behaviour, etc.

This may be of something the listener or someone else has said or done or may be a general value judgement of something
(such as “I don't like this” or “this is weird”). They are not related to behaviour control, they simply express a negative
judgement of an event/situation/person, etc.

e.g. 1 This is not good because this is not what I asked for.
e.g. 2 It's ridiculous when they don't answer because they said they would be home.
e.g. 3 That's not okay, if you have hit your sister.

Because example from dataset: she wasn't very nice, was she because she wouldn't share or anything . (Billy's mother; 3;
01:09)
If example from dataset: that's [/] that's bad if you don't brush your teeth. (Gina; 4; 01:07)
7. Permit emain clause primarily functions to express permission for the listener to do something. This may be via either

direct permission (“yes”, “you can”, etc) or by the lack of forbidding (“I don't mind”, “if you want”, etc). Generally, this is
permission that has been specifically requested (see example 2) or related to an activity where the listener was not assumed
to have permission before (see example 1). Typically, these are more related to a behaviour (e.g. the act of having a cookie)
rather than a thing (e.g. being offered a cookie e which would be promise/offer).

e.g. 1 You can have them because I know you would like them.
e.g. 2 CHILD: Can I have these?
MOTHER: I don't mind because they aren't mine.
e.g. 3 You can play with that toy now, if you like.

Because example from dataset: and the tigers can go in there now because they want to go in there. (Helen; 3; 02:26)
If example from dataset: Jess can play if she wants. (Ivy; 3; 03:16)

8. Promise/Offer emain clause presents a promise or offer to the listener. This may be a promise or offer to do something

in the future or the offer of something in the immediate discourse (such as “here is a balloon because I know you like them”).
The primary function is to offer something (either a commitment/promise or an actual item).

e.g. 1 I will get them for you because you can't reach
e.g. 2 I will bring you home a present because they have some nice things there that you will like.
e.g. You can have this puzzle, if you want.

Because example from dataset: I'll help (be)cause I'm the biggest engines [*]. (Steve; 3; 07:02)

If example from dataset: and here's some [//] another ticket for you. if you want to come back again (Thomas; 4; 02:02)
9. Request/Suggest - main clause requests or suggests behaviour in the present or future, but without the authority or

urgency of a command. In these utterances, the listener could more likely refuse to comply. This also includes the requesting
of permission to do something (such as “can I just see that for a minute, because I don't understand what you are saying”) or
requesting assistance.

e.g. 1 We should dance because the music is on.
e.g. 2 Could we go to the store because I want to see if the new book is in?
e.g. 3 We could call, if you think that's a good idea.

Because example from dataset: let's play your game # because we 0 are [*] going [?] to play your game. (Helen; 3;02:12)
If example from dataset: if you want a thin one why don't you use this one ? (Mary's mother; 3; 00:10)

10. State intent emain clause expresses the speaker's plans/commitment to perform an action, including behaviour that

is ongoing or intended in the immediate future. Also includes an expression of negative commitment, such as in example 2.

e.g. 1 I am going to make dinner now because I think you are hungry.
e.g. 2 MOTHER: Are you going to clean up those toys?
CHILD: NO, because I don't want to.
e.g. 3 I will do it later, if we are going out now.
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Because example from dataset: I will . (be)cause if I don't it will burn me. (Lucy; 3;04:29)
If example from dataset: I'm just gonna [: going to] take [/] take these if he wants them. (Ivy; 3;02:03)
11. State/Claim e main clause is a fact or declaration about a state, event, behaviour, etc. This may include a speaker's

judgement/opinion, so long as it does not primarily function to provide a positive or negative evaluation (as these would be
approve/praise or disapprove, respectively). They can include stream of consciousness utterances about the current situation
(e.g. I need to jump higher because I want to reach it) or a response to a question (e.g. MOTHER: which one do you want to
wear? CHILD: I want to wear the blue one because I like the blue one).

e.g. 1 The doll's favourite colour is going to be yellow, because that is the colour of the sun.
e.g. 2 It doesn't matter because we can just get some more later.
e.g. 3 It is dark out, if you didn't notice.

Because example from dataset: but I got new eyes (be)cause look at these . (Thomas; 4;07:06)
If example from dataset: if you have a look at the bottom . there's some chalk . (Billy's mother; 3;01:09)

12. Threaten e main clause makes a threat.

e.g. 1 I won't give you any more help if you keep doing this because I am tired of you not listening.
e.g. 2 You won't be able to go to the party if you do that because only good boys can go.
e.g. 3 I will send you straight to your room, if you think you can talk to me like that.

Because example from dataset:well I'm not gonna [: going to] play with you until you do because (.) that is a buggy for dollies .
(Gina's mother; 3;00:29)
If example from dataset: if you're not coming then I won't make you anything . (Gina; 4;00:26)
13. Warn/advise e main clause advises or warns the listener of any danger or negative consequences in the present or

future, or provides advice, so as to avoid negative consequences for the listener in the future.

e.g. 1 Be careful because they could break.
e.g. 2 You should always be gentle with animals because they could hurt you if you hurt them.
e.g. 3 I hope you watch where you're going, if you are running everywhere.

Because example from dataset: you shouldn't go underneath bikes (be)cause it's dangerous (Mary; 3; 03:11)
If example from dataset: if you don't mind [?] there's a spider on you . (Thomas; 4;02:08)
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